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Monopoly Money Grab
WILD SYMBOL

{wild} substitutes for all symbols {monopolySymbol}, {dog}, {hut},
{hat}, {ace}, {king}, {queen}, {jack} and {ten}
except {bonusWheel}, {coinSymbol} and {moneySymbol}.

SCATTER SYMBOL

The BONUS WHEEL symbol is a Scatter symbol can appear on reels 1, 3 and 5.
The BONUS WHEEL symbol only appears in the base game.

HIT & WIN FEATURE

During the base game, if {coinSymbol} lands on reel 1, then {mrMonopoly} will fill all positions of reel 1.
Otherwise, if 3 {moneySymbol} land on reel 3, then {mrMonopoly} may fill all positions of reel 1.
{mrMonopoly} on reel 1 triggers the Hit & Win Feature.
Each {moneySymbol} displays 1x - 5x; a multiple of the current Total Bet.
When the Hit & Win Feature is triggered, up to 5 additional {moneySymbol} may be placed randomly on
screen, and each {moneySymbol} will award the value displayed on that {moneySymbol}.

BONUS WHEEL

Scattered {bonusWheel} on reels 1, 3 and 5 trigger the BONUS WHEEL and 1 spin of the wheel is awarded.
If the wheel lands on MONEY GRAB, then the Money Grab Feature is triggered.
If the wheel lands on HIT & WIN FREE SPINS, then the Hit & Win Free Spins Feature is triggered and 5
Free Spins + 1x Total Bet are awarded.
If the wheel lands on MAJOR, MINOR or MINI then the value in the corresponding meter is awarded.

MONEY GRAB FEATURE

During the base game, 3 {wild} on a single reel may randomly trigger the Money Grab Feature.
The Money Grab Feature may be triggered from BONUS WHEEL.
The Money Grab Feature awards prizes from the following multipliers x Total Bet: 3x, 5x, 6x, 8x, 10x, 12x,
13x, 16x, 20x, 24x, 25x, 40x and 50x.
Money being placed into the bag has no effect on game results.

HIT & WIN FREE SPINS FEATURE

During the Hit & Win Free Spins Feature, if {coinSymbol} appears on reel 1, the height of reels 2-5 will
increase to 6 rows for the current spin and {mrMonopoly} will fill all positions of reel 1.
An alternate set of reels is used during the Hit & Win Free Spins Feature. Free Spins cannot be retriggered.
Free Spins will end when there are no Free Spins remaining.
Winning combinations for these reels are identical to the base game except {bonusWheel} does not appear.
Each {moneySymbol} displays one of the following: 0.5x, 0.75x, 1x, 1.25x, 1.5x, 2x, 2.25x, 2.5x, 3x, 3.25x,
3.5x, 4x, 4.5x, 5.5x, 6x, 6.5x: multiple of the current Total Bet.

BUY PASS™
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BUY PASS™ feature allows direct access to the Hit & Win Free Spins Features.
The Hit and Win Free Spins Feature is played at the selected Total Bet when the BUY PASS™ feature is
triggered.
1x Total Bet is awarded when the BUY PASS™ feature is triggered.
The Cost of the BUY PASS™ Hit and Win Free Spins Feature is displayed below:
35.95x

TURBO MODE

Turn on Turbo Mode to speed up each spin, it can be turned off at any point during the game.
When Free Spins is awarded, Turbo Mode will automatically be turned OFF.
Activating Turbo Mode does not influence the results of the spins.

LEGAL NOTICES

The expected return for this game is 94.01%. This reflects the theoretical return across many plays.
In accordance with fair gaming practices, the outcome of each and every game is completely independent.
The chances of getting a particular outcome are always the same at the start of every game.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.
BUY PASS™ feature has an expected return of 94.00%. This is the theoretical return across many plays.
The MONOPOLY name and logo, the distinctive design of the game board, the four corner squares, the MR.
MONOPOLY name and character, as well as each of the distinctive elements of the board, cards, and the
playing pieces are trademarks of Hasbro for its property trading game and game equipment and are used with
permission. © 1935, 2023 Hasbro. All Rights Reserved. Licensed by Hasbro.
The look and feel of the game and its individual components and displays are trade dress of Light & Wonder,
Inc. and its subsidiaries. TM and © 2019, 2023 Light & Wonder, Inc. and its Subsidiaries. All rights reserved.


